1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

In many applications of bioinformatics, the goal is to find a good predictive model for high-dimensional data. To avoid overfitting and to discover the relevant features, feature selection should be integrated into the model fitting process \[[@B1]\]. The feature selection should be stable; that is, the sets of chosen features should be similar for similar data sets, as an unstable feature selection would question the reliability of the results \[[@B2]\].

Over the past decade, a variety of frameworks for stability evaluation have been proposed. Overviews of existing stability measures are given in \[[@B3], [@B4]\]. The theoretical properties of different measures of stability are studied in \[[@B5]\]. Pitfalls with respect to interpreting the values of stability measures are discussed in \[[@B6]\] and experimental setups for stability evaluation are presented in \[[@B7]\]. Ensemble methods for making feature selection more stable than a single feature selection method are proposed in \[[@B8]--[@B10]\]. The research that has been done in all of the aforementioned aspects of stability assessment is reviewed in \[[@B11]\] and various feature selection methods including ensemble methods are analysed in \[[@B12]--[@B18]\]. It is shown that conducting a stable feature selection before fitting a classification model can increase the predictive performance of the model \[[@B19]\]. Most of these works consider both high stability and high predictive accuracy of the resulting classification model as target criteria but do not consider the number of selected features as a third target criterion.

In this paper, we pursue two goals. Firstly, we compare a variety of stability measures empirically. We aim at finding out which of the measures assess the stability similarly in practical applications. Also, we aim at choosing stability measures that are suitable for finding desirable models for a given data set. Secondly, we suggest a strategy for finding a desirable model for a given data set with respect to the following criteria:The predictive accuracy must be high.The feature selection must be stable.Only a small number of features must be chosen.The predictive power of a predictive model is obviously important and is usually the only criterion considered in model selection. However, when trying to discover relevant features, for example, to understand the underlying biological process, it is also necessary to keep the set of selected features both small and stable. To reach all three targets simultaneously, we combine feature selection and classification methods. For these "augmented" methods, we measure the three target criteria jointly during hyperparameter tuning and we choose configurations which perform well considering all three target criteria.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In [Section 2](#sec2){ref-type="sec"}, we describe the measures of stability, filter methods, and classification methods which are considered in this paper. In [Section 3](#sec3){ref-type="sec"}, the data sets used in our experiments are presented. [Section 4](#sec4){ref-type="sec"} contains the empirical comparison of stability measures. [Section 5](#sec5){ref-type="sec"} covers our second experiment, where we search for desirable configurations with respect to the three target criteria explained above. [Section 6](#sec6){ref-type="sec"} summarizes the conclusions of our work.

2. Methods {#sec2}
==========

In this section, we explain different measures of stability, filter methods for feature selection and classification methods. We also describe the concept of Pareto optimality.

2.1. Measures of Stability {#sec2.1}
--------------------------

We use the following notation: assume that there is a data set containing *n* observations of the *p* features *X*~1~,..., *X*~*p*~. Resampling is used to split the data set into *m* subsets. The feature selection method is then applied to each of the *m* subsets. Let *V*~*i*~ ⊂ {*X*~1~,..., *X*~*p*~}, *i* = 1,..., *m*, denote the set of chosen features for the *i*-th subset of the data set and let \|*V*~*i*~\| be the cardinality of this set.

### 2.1.1. Intersection Based Stability Measures {#sec2.1.1}

The following intersection based stability measures consider a feature selection to be stable if the cardinalities of all pairwise intersections \|*V*~*i*~∩*V*~*j*~\| are high. The measures standardise the cardinalities of the intersections in different ways. Three simple stability measures based on stability indices are defined asJaccard \[[@B20]\]:$$\begin{matrix}
{SJ = \frac{2}{m\left( {m - 1} \right)}{\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{m - 1}{\,{\sum\limits_{j = i + 1}^{m}\frac{\left| {V_{i} \cap V_{j}} \right|}{\left| {V_{i} \cup V_{j}} \right|}}}},} \\
\end{matrix}$$Dice \[[@B21]\]:$$\begin{matrix}
{SD = \frac{2}{m\left( {m - 1} \right)}{\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{m - 1}{\,{\sum\limits_{j = i + 1}^{m}\frac{2\left| {V_{i} \cap V_{j}} \right|}{\left| V_{i} \right| + \left| V_{j} \right|}}}},} \\
\end{matrix}$$Ochiai \[[@B22]\]:$$\begin{matrix}
{SO = \frac{2}{m\left( {m - 1} \right)}{\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{m - 1}{\,{\sum\limits_{j = i + 1}^{m}\frac{\left| {V_{i} \cap V_{j}} \right|}{\sqrt{\left| V_{i} \right| \cdot \left| V_{j} \right|}}}}}.} \\
\end{matrix}$$Extending SJ in a way that different but highly correlated variables count towards stability gives the stability measure: Zucknick et al. \[[@B23]\]:$$\begin{matrix}
{SZ = \frac{2}{m\left( {m - 1} \right)}{\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{m - 1}{\,{\sum\limits_{j = i + 1}^{m}\frac{\left| {V_{i} \cap V_{j}} \right| + c_{ij} + d_{ij}}{\left| {V_{i} \cup V_{j}} \right|}}}}} \\
\end{matrix}$$with$$\begin{matrix}
{c_{ij} = {\sum\limits_{x \in V_{i}}\frac{1}{\left| V_{j} \right|}}{\sum\limits_{y \in V_{j} \smallsetminus V_{i}}{Cor\left( { x,y} \right)\mathbb{I}_{({r_{ij},\infty})}\left( { Cor\left( { x,y} \right)} \right)}},} \\
 \\
{d_{ij} = {\sum\limits_{x \in V_{j}}\frac{1}{\left| V_{i} \right|}}{\sum\limits_{y \in V_{i} \smallsetminus V_{j}}{Cor\left( { x,y} \right)\mathbb{I}_{({r_{ij},\infty})}\left( { Cor\left( { x,y} \right)} \right)}},} \\
 \\
\end{matrix}$$where Cor(*x*, *y*) is the Pearson correlation between *x* and *y*. *𝕀*~*A*~ denotes the indicator function for a set *A*, and$$\begin{matrix}
{r_{ij} = median\left( {\left\{ { Cor\left\{ { x,y} \right\}:x,y \in V_{i} \cup V_{j},\,\, x \neq y} \right\}} \right).} \\
\end{matrix}$$

The idea of a stability measure that is corrected for chance was first proposed in \[[@B24]\]. The reason for a correction for chance is that \|*V*~*i*~∩*V*~*j*~\| necessarily becomes large if \|*V*~*i*~\| and \|*V*~*j*~\| are large. The idea is made applicable in situations in which the numbers of chosen features vary:Lustgarten et al. \[[@B25]\]:$$\begin{matrix}
{SL = \frac{2}{m\left( {m - 1} \right)}} \\
{\mspace{1800mu} \cdot {\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{m - 1}{\,{\sum\limits_{j = i + 1}^{m}\frac{\left| {V_{i} \cap V_{j}} \right| - \left| V_{i} \right| \cdot {\left| V_{j} \right|/p}}{{\min\left\{ {\left| V_{i} \right|,\left| V_{j} \right|} \right\}} - {\max\left\{ {0,\left| V_{i} \right| + \left| V_{j} \right| - p} \right\}}}}}}.} \\
\end{matrix}$$

### 2.1.2. Frequency Based Stability Measures {#sec2.1.2}

Let *h*~*j*~, *j* = 1,..., *p*, denote the number of sets *V*~*i*~ that contain feature *X*~*j*~ so that *h*~*j*~ is the absolute frequency with which feature *X*~*j*~ is chosen. Frequency based stability measures evaluate such situations as stable in which the features are chosen for either most of the subsets or not at all. The entropy-based measure of stability relies on *h*~*j*~ and is given by

Novovicová et al. \[[@B26]\]: $$\begin{matrix}
{SN = \frac{1}{q{{\,\log_{2}}\left( m \right)}}{\sum\limits_{j:X_{j} \in V}{h_{j}{{\,\log_{2}}\left( { h_{j}} \right)}}}} \\
\end{matrix}$$with *q* = ∑~*j*=1~^*p*^*h*~*j*~ and *V* = ⋃~*i*=1~^*m*^*V*~*i*~.  Davis et al. \[[@B13]\]:$$\begin{matrix}
{SD\text{-}\alpha = {\max\left\{ { 0,\frac{1}{\left| V \right|}{\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{p}\frac{h_{j}}{m}} - \alpha \cdot \frac{1}{p}\mspace{1800mu} \cdot median\left\{ {\left| { V_{1}} \right|,\ldots,\left| { V_{m}} \right|} \right\}} \right\}}} \\
\end{matrix}$$with *α* ≥ 0 and *V* like before is a stability measure, where the minuend rewards frequent choices of variables, while the subtrahend penalises large sets of chosen features.

The relative weighted consistency is defined asSomol and Novovicová \[[@B27]\]:$$\begin{matrix}
{SS = \frac{\left( {{\sum_{j = 1}^{p}\left( {h_{j}/q} \right)}\left( {\left( {h_{j} - 1} \right)/\left( {m - 1} \right)} \right)} \right) - c_{min}}{c_{max} - c_{min}}} \\
\end{matrix}$$with$$\begin{matrix}
{c_{min} = \frac{q^{2} - p\left( {q - q{{mod}p}} \right) - \left( {q{{mod}p}} \right)^{2}}{pq\left( {m - 1} \right)},} \\
{c_{max} = \frac{\left( {q{{mod}m}} \right)^{2} + q\left( {m - 1} \right) - \left( {q{{mod}m}} \right)m}{q\left( {m - 1} \right)},} \\
\end{matrix}$$and *q* is like before. Calculating (*h*~*j*~ − 1)/(*m* − 1) scales the positive absolute frequencies to \[0,1\]. All scaled frequencies with *h*~*j*~ \> 0 are assigned the weight *h*~*j*~/*q*. The correction terms *c*~min~ and *c*~max~ cause the measure to lie within the range \[0,1\]. As the correction terms depend on *q*, this measure contains a correction for chance.

### 2.1.3. Correlation {#sec2.1.3}

The Pearson correlation can be used as a stability measure. To do so, Nogueira and Brown \[[@B5]\] define a vector *z*~*i*~ ∈ {0,1}^*p*^ for each set of selected features *V*~*i*~ to indicate which features are chosen. The *j*-th component of *z*~*i*~ is equal to 1 if *V*~*i*~ contains *X*~*j*~; that is, *z*~*ij*~ = *𝕀*~*V*~*i*~~(*X*~*j*~), *j* = 1,..., *p*. The resulting stability measure isCorrelation \[[@B5]\]: $$\begin{matrix}
{SC = \frac{2}{m\left( {m - 1} \right)}{\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{m - 1}{\,{\sum\limits_{j = i + 1}^{m}{Cor\left( {z_{i},z_{j}} \right)}}}}} \\
\end{matrix}$$with Cor(*z*~*i*~, *z*~*j*~) denoting the Pearson correlation between *z*~*i*~ and *z*~*j*~. The Pearson correlation measures the linear association between continuous variables. When applied to binary data like the vectors *z*~1~,..., *z*~*m*~, the Pearson correlation is equivalent to the phi coefficient for the contingency table of each two of these vectors.

### 2.1.4. Theoretical Properties {#sec2.1.4}

Nogueira and Brown \[[@B5]\] define four properties which are desirable for stability measures:Fully defined (fulfilled if the measure does not require the cardinalities \|*V*~1~\|,..., \|*V*~*m*~\| to be identical)Upper/lower bounds (fulfilled if the upper and lower bounds of a measure are both finite)Maximum (fulfilled if a deterministic selection of the same *k* features achieves the maximum value and if the maximum value is only achieved by a deterministic selection)Correction for chance (fulfilled if the expected value of the stability measure for a random feature selection is constant, that is, does not depend on the number of chosen features). When features are chosen entirely at random, uncorrected measures usually attain the higher values the more features are selected.For SJ, SD, SL, SS, and SC, these properties are analysed in \[[@B5]\]. We report these results in [Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"} and add the results for SO, SZ, SD-*α*, and SN. Additionally, the theoretical ranges of the stability measures are given in [Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}. High values indicate high stability and low values indicate low stability for all measures. Note that the upper bound for SD-*α* depends on *α*.

SO, SZ, SD-*α*, and SN are fully defined and have finite bounds. SO, SZ, and SN fulfil the maximum property. Note that for each two sets *V*~*i*~ and *V*~*j*~ the value of *c*~*ij*~ + *d*~*ij*~ is always smaller than \|*V*~*i*~∖*V*~*j*~\| + \|*V*~*j*~∖*V*~*i*~\|. SD-*α* fulfils the maximum property only for *α* = 0. A deterministic feature selection of *k* \> 1 features only reaches a value of 1 − *k* · (*α*/*p*). None of the four measures is corrected for chance. SD-*α* with *α* \> 0 does contain a correction for large numbers of chosen features but this is not a correction for chance as the expected value for a random feature selection still depends on the number of chosen features. If *V*~1~,..., *V*~*m*~ are randomly chosen features sets of size *k*, then the expected value of SD-*α* is *E*(SD-*α*) = *k* · *E*(1/\|*V*\|) − *k* · (*α*/*p*) because ∑~*j*=1~^*p*^*h*~*j*~ = *mk* and median(\|*V*~1~\|,..., \|*V*~*m*~\|) = *k* in this scenario. So, *E*(SD-*α*) could only be some function *f*(*m*, *p*) which does not depend on *k* if *E*(1/\|*V*\|) = (1/*k*) · *f*(*m*, *p*) + *α*/*p*. The latter is not possible as *E*(1/\|*V*\|) cannot include a term depending on *α*.

2.2. Filter Methods {#sec2.2}
-------------------

Filter methods select a subset of the features {*X*~1~,..., *X*~*p*~}. For each feature, a score is calculated and then the best features, that is, those with the highest scores, are chosen. One can specify either the number of features to be selected or a threshold and choose all features whose scores exceed the threshold. For the filter methods explained below, all features need to be scaled metrically.

### 2.2.1. Variance Filter {#sec2.2.1}

For each feature, its variance is calculated and used as a score. High variance therefore means a high score.

### 2.2.2. AUC Filter {#sec2.2.2}

The score of the AUC filter represents the classification accuracy when each feature is used directly and separately for target value prediction. For each feature *X*~*i*~, we use the following prediction rule for the target variable *Y*: $\hat{Y} = \mathbb{I}_{\lbrack{c,\infty})}\left( X_{i} \right)$, *i* = 1,..., *p*, with *𝕀* denoting the indicator function. The Receiver Operating Curve displays the sensitivity and specificity of a classification rule for all choices of a threshold *c*; see \[[@B28]\]. We use the area under the Receiver Operating Curve (AUC) of the classification rule $\hat{Y} = \mathbb{I}_{\lbrack{c,\infty})}\left( X_{i} \right)$ to measure how well each feature separates the target variable. An AUC value of 1 means that there is a threshold *c* for which the prediction rule is perfectly accurate. An AUC value of 0 means that there is a threshold *c* for which the rule predicts all labels wrongly which implies that *X*~*i*~ can achieve perfect classification with the rule $\hat{Y} = \mathbb{I}_{({- \infty,c})}\left( X_{i} \right)$. A value of 0.5 is the worst possible in this application. We therefore use \|0.5 − AUC\| as the AUC filter score.

### 2.2.3. MRMR Filter {#sec2.2.3}

The idea of the maximum relevance minimum redundancy (MRMR) filter is to include the most relevant features for class prediction while making sure that no redundant features are chosen \[[@B29]\]. The MRMR filter is an iterative procedure which chooses the features one after another in a greedy forward fashion. In each step, the feature that maximizes the quotient (relevance/redundancy) among all features which have not been chosen at that point is selected. We use the score of our AUC filter as a measure of relevance for each feature. To quantify the redundancy of a feature for a given set of already chosen features, we sum the absolute Pearson correlations of that feature with all features in the set. If selecting a given number of features, there is no need to calculate the filter score (relevance/redundancy) for all features because the score decreases monotonically with the number of iterations. Therefore, the first score values are the highest.

2.3. Classification Methods {#sec2.3}
---------------------------

Classification methods are well understood. In this work, we use the following classification methods: GLM Boosting \[[@B30], [@B31]\], Lasso Logistic Regression \[[@B32]\], Random Forest \[[@B33]\], and Support Vector Machine (SVM) \[[@B33]\]. Note that Lasso Logistic Regression, GLM Boosting, and Random Forest conduct an embedded feature selection, while SVMs use all features. The features selected by Lasso Logistic Regression are the ones whose corresponding regression parameters are not equal to 0. GLM Boosting models are weighted sums of base learners and each base learner uses only one feature. The number of boosting iterations limits the upper number of base learners and thereby the upper number of features that can be part of the classification rule. So, the feature selection is performed by the selection of the corresponding base learners in the boosting update iterations. The features that are included in a Random Forest model can be assessed by checking which features are assigned variable importance values greater than 0.

2.4. Terminology {#sec2.4}
----------------

In this paper, we use the term "model" when talking about a classification rule which is already fitted to the data and we use the term "method" when referring to a classification or filter method. Combinations of filter and classification methods where a filter method is applied first and a classification rule is learned on the remaining features in a second step are called "augmented methods." To talk about augmented methods with fixed hyperparameter values, we use the term "configuration."

2.5. Pareto Optimality {#sec2.5}
----------------------

Let *M* be some finite set and let *f* : *M* → *ℝ*^*t*^ be an objective function to minimize. Note that each maximization problem can be transformed into a minimization problem by multiplication with −1. If *t* = 1 holds, all points in the image *f*(*M*) = {*y* ∈ *ℝ*^*t*^ : ∃*x* ∈ *M*  with  *f*(*x*) = *y*} are comparable and therefore *f*(*M*) has a distinct minimum. However, when *t* ≥ 2 holds, some of the elements of *f*(*M*) may not be comparable: they may be smaller in one component and larger in another one. The set *f*(*M*) thus does not necessarily have a distinct minimum. Instead, there will likely be a set of incomparable minimal points which is called the Pareto front. A point *y* ∈ *ℝ*^*t*^ Pareto dominates another point *z* ∈ *ℝ*^*t*^ if ∀*i* = 1,..., *t* : *y*~*i*~ ≤ *z*~*i*~ and ∃*j* ∈ {1,..., *t*} : *y*~*j*~ \< *z*~*j*~. The Pareto front is the subset of *f*(*M*) which contains no dominated points: $\{ y \in f\left( M \right):\exists z \in f(M)\,\, which\,\, dominates\,\, y\}.$ For a more detailed introduction in Pareto optimality, see \[[@B34]\].

3. Data Sets {#sec3}
============

In our analyses, we use three data sets. Two data sets contain microarray data and the other one contains RNASeq data. The two microarray data sets, `AP_Breast_Ovary` and `AP_Colon_Kidney`, contain the same features but compare different types of cancer. The data sets have been used for stability analysis \[[@B35]\]. They are available on the online platform OpenML \[[@B36]\], data IDs 1165 and 1137. Before conducting our experiments, we have removed the ID column in both data sets.

The RNASeq data set, `Stomach`, is created from supplementary material of \[[@B37]\]. We use the level 4 data matrix about RNA Expression from IlluminaGA RNASeq and IlluminaHiseq RNASeq. We consider only patients with fundus ventriculi (C 16.1) and antrum pyloricum (C 16.3) because these two cancer types form the largest two classes. To normalise the features, we transform all values of *x* into log⁡(*x* + 1). The original data set consists of 29,699 features which makes it too large for an analysis using our framework on our high performance computing cluster. For feasibility reasons, we have to reduce its number of features. As most of the features have little variation, we prefilter the original data set by keeping only the 10,000 features with the largest variances.

Information about the dimensions of the three preprocessed data sets is shown in [Table 2](#tab2){ref-type="table"}. `AP_Breast_Ovary` and `AP_Colon_Kidney` contain more observations than `Stomach`. The class sizes in `AP_Colon_Kidney` and `Stomach` are roughly balanced; the ones in `AP_Breast_Ovary` are not. Figures [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, and [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} show PCA plots of the data sets. It seems that the classes in `AP_Colon_Kidney` and `AP_Breast_Ovary` are easier to separate than the ones in `Stomach`. However, one should note that only up to 25.62% of the data variation is explained by the respective first two principal components.

4. Empirical Comparison of Stability Measures {#sec4}
=============================================

In this section, we compare the stability measures given in [Section 2.1](#sec2.1){ref-type="sec"} empirically. We analyse the stability assessment behaviour of the stability measures, finding groups of similar measures. We investigate the impact of the number of chosen features on the stability measures. Furthermore, we compare the stability measures regarding their Pareto optimal configurations with respect to maximal accuracy, stability, and sparsity. Based on our observations, we conclude which stability measures are most suitable for stability analysis. The results of this study are used to select a subset of the stability measures for our study in [Section 5](#sec5){ref-type="sec"}.

4.1. Experimental Setup {#sec4.1}
-----------------------

We fit "augmented" methods to the three data sets and evaluate the performances of the resulting models. Augmented methods combine filter and classification methods; that is, the filter is applied first and the classification rule is learned on the remaining features. Note that, for classification methods which perform an embedded feature selection, this results in a cascading feature selection process. We combine each filter method from [Section 2.2](#sec2.2){ref-type="sec"} with each classification method from [Section 2.3](#sec2.3){ref-type="sec"}. For each of the resulting 12 augmented methods, we choose 1,000 hyperparameter configurations which leaves us with 12,000 configurations to be analysed per data set. We draw the values for the hyperparameters randomly and independently from the sets given in [Table 3](#tab3){ref-type="table"}. The values for the hyperparameters *λ*, *σ*, and *C* are drawn by randomly selecting *x* ∈ \[−15,15\] and then calculating 2^*x*^. Note that setting `n.feats` to all (i.e., 10,935 for data sets `AP_Breast_Ovary` and `AP_Colon_Kidney` or 10,000 for data set `Stomach`) is equivalent to applying the classification method without the filter method.

The effect of the hyperparameters on the classification performance or the feature selection stability depends on the data. Therefore, we only discuss the effect of the hyper parameters on the sparsity of the resulting models. All filter methods have only one hyperparameter named `n.feats` specifying how many features should be selected. A small value of `n.feats` will result in a sparse model. For GLM Boosting, we have one hyperparameter named *m*~stop~ which denotes the number of boosting iterations. A small value of *m*~stop~ will result in a sparse model. A large value of *m*~stop~ can lead to a large model. Note that the same base learner can be used in multiple iterations. As each base learner is a linear model using only one feature, this means that a large value of *m*~stop~ can also result in a sparse model. The Lasso Logistic Regression has the hyperparameter *λ* which determines the trade-off between likelihood minimization and regression parameter minimization. A large value of *λ* will force the *L*~1~ norm of the regression parameter to be small which will be achieved by many components of the regression parameter being equal to 0. A large value of *λ* therefore will result in a sparse model. For Random Forest, we vary two hyperparameters: `num.trees` is the number of classification trees in the forest and `min.node.size` is the minimum number of observations in terminal nodes. A large value of `min.node.size` will cause the classification trees to be small. A very small value of `num.trees` and a large value of `min.node.size` therefore will result in a sparse model. Furthermore, we fit SVM with RBF kernel with kernel width parameter *σ* and regularisation parameter *C*. As SVM does not perform embedded feature selection, none of the hyperparameter configurations will lead to a sparse model.

For configuration evaluation, we perform 10-fold cross validation; that is, we fit 10 models, each based on 90% of the observations. For each model, we predict the class on the 10% of the observations that were not used for fitting and we calculate the misclassification rate. Additionally, for each model, we determine the set of chosen features by the combined feature selection of the filter method and the embedded feature selection of the classification method. To evaluate the predictive performance of the configuration, we calculate the mean value of the 10 misclassification rates (mean misclassification rate). To assess the mean size of the models, we determine the mean value of the cardinalities of the sets of chosen features (mean number of chosen features). We evaluate the stability of the configuration based on the 10 features sets obtained from the 10 models. We use all stability measures defined in [Section 2.1](#sec2.1){ref-type="sec"}. For SD-*α*, we employ 0, 1, 2, and 10 as values for *α*.

Performing 10-fold cross validation means setting *m* in [Section 2.1](#sec2.1){ref-type="sec"} to 10. The advantage of cross validation is that we know that the training data sets in each two iterations are very similar: they share 80/90 of their observations. See \[[@B6]\] for details about stability and data similarity. The size of the subsamples influences the stability values \[[@B35]\]. But since the stability values allow only a comparison of configuration on the same data set and do not permit a data-independent conclusion \[[@B6]\], we can choose an arbitrary value of *m* here.

4.2. Software {#sec4.2}
-------------

For our studies, we use `R` version 3.3.1 \[[@B38]\]. The package `mlr` \[[@B39]\] provides the machine learning framework, and `batchtools` \[[@B40]\] is used to roll out the experiments on a high performance computing cluster. For the classification and filter methods, we additionally rely on the `R` packages `fmrmr` \[[@B41]\], `kernlab` \[[@B42]\], `LiblineaR` \[[@B43]\], `mboost` \[[@B44]\], `ranger` \[[@B45]\], and `ROCR` \[[@B46]\].

4.3. Results and Discussion {#sec4.3}
---------------------------

We compare the measures of stability empirically on the data set `AP_Colon_Kidney`. For the two other data sets, we have obtained very similar results which lead to the same conclusions.

### 4.3.1. Overview {#sec4.3.1}

We compare the measures of stability given in [Section 2.1](#sec2.1){ref-type="sec"} empirically. [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} displays the values of all considered stability measures for all 12,000 configurations. This general overview shows that most stability measures take on values between 0 and 1, only SC and SL take on some barely negative values. Keep in mind that SC and SL have the theoretical range \[−1,1\], while the other theoretical ranges are \[0,1\] or \[0,1 − *α*/10935\]; see [Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}. The values of the stability measures differ a lot in location and dispersion. For the given configurations, SN has the largest and SD-10 hast the smallest median value among all considered measures of stability. SD-0 has the largest interquartile range, followed by SJ. SL has the smallest interquartile range.

### 4.3.2. Similarity of Stability Measures {#sec4.3.2}

We are interested in whether the different measures of stability consider the same configurations to be stable or if some measures evaluate a configuration as stable and others as unstable. Among the 12,000 configurations that we have analysed, there are both stable and unstable ones and we therefore assume that each measure assigns its maximum value to a very stable configuration and its minimum value to a very unstable configuration.

[Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows scatter plots for all pairs of stability measures. In all scatter plots, each of the 12,000 configurations is represented as one dot. The colour of the dot represents the mean number of chosen features. For SN, SO, SD, SZ, SJ, and SD-0, all dots lie close to a line or curve. This means that these stability measures evaluate the stability of all configurations very similarly, independent of the mean size of the fitted models. This group consists of all the stability measures which are not corrected for chance. SD-1 and SD-2 are similar to each other considering their stability evaluation behaviour. However, their similarity is not as strong as the similarity among the aforementioned group of uncorrected measures. SD-10 is not similar to any other of the considered stability measures. SC and SS evaluate the stability very similarly. SL is similar to both of them but not as similar as SC and SS are to each other. Except for SC and SS, the groups of corrected measures are more heterogeneous than the group of uncorrected measures.

[Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} not only allows finding groups of measures which assess the stability of the configurations similarly but also demonstrates that the stability of configurations which lead to small models is evaluated very similarly by all stability measures. For SD-10, this only applies to very small models. Keep in mind that this measure penalises large numbers of chosen features very much. The differences in stability assessment behaviour only exist for configurations which lead to larger models. For larger models, the uncorrected measures assign higher stability values than the corrected measures. While it was expected that the stability measures behave differently for large models, it was not clear that they would all behave so similarly for small models.

### 4.3.3. Connection to Number of Chosen Features {#sec4.3.3}

In the previous paragraph, we have observed that the similarity of the stability measures depends on the sizes of the fitted models. Now we analyse the dependence of each stability measure on the mean number of chosen features. [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} displays the stability values and the mean number of chosen features for all configurations. Each plot shows the stability values assessed by one stability measure.

For all stability measures, it is possible to take on small or large values if the mean sizes of the resulting models of the configurations are small. The uncorrected measures SN, SO, SD, SZ, SJ, and SD-0 assign the higher stability values the larger the mean model sizes of the configurations are. For the measures SD-1, SD-2, and SD-10, it is the other way round: they assign the lower stability values the larger the mean model sizes of the configurations are. SD-2 and SD-10 constantly give a stability value of 0 if the mean number of chosen features is large. For SC and SS, the assessed stability values also decrease for increasing mean number of chosen features. This decrease is not linear like for SD-1, SD-2, and SD-10. Instead, it allows high stability values to be assigned for most mean model sizes. Only for very large models, none of the corresponding configurations is given high stability values. For SL, the maximally achieved stability values first decrease and then increase again with the mean number of chosen features. This property is due to the max term in the denominator in the definition of SL and has been discussed in \[[@B5]\].

### 4.3.4. Comparison of Pareto Optimal Configurations {#sec4.3.4}

As we have stated in [Section 1](#sec1){ref-type="sec"}, we think that for many domains desirable models should have high classification accuracy, high stability, and a small number of chosen features. Therefore, it is of interest whether the use of different stability measures leads to different Pareto optimal configurations with respect to the three criteria. For each stability measure, we assess the Pareto optimal configurations. The results of this analysis are displayed in [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. There are some configurations that are Pareto optimal for all stability measures. However, most of the configurations in [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} are just Pareto optimal for some stability measures. This means that the set of Pareto optimal configurations depends on the selected stability measure. The groups of similar stability measures which we have identified by analysing [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} also lead to roughly similar sets of Pareto optimal configurations here.

### 4.3.5. Empirical Properties {#sec4.3.5}

To summarize the empirical properties of the stability measures which we have found out in this section, we display the properties which we consider to be advantageous or disadvantageous in [Table 4](#tab4){ref-type="table"}. We think that a large empirical spread is important because this allows distinguishing stable from unstable configurations easily. With "overall spread," we refer to the spreads which we have observed in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The statements about the spreads for different model sizes are taken from the analysis of [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. The empirical ranges of the stability measures are comparable because most theoretical ranges are \[0,1\] and the measures with theoretical ranges \[−1,1\] barely attain any values below 0 in our empirical analysis. For a comparison of the theoretical properties of stability, see \[[@B5]\].

Based on their empirical properties, SC and SS are the most desirable stability measures. SC is the only measure which fulfils all the theoretical properties proposed in \[[@B5]\] and displayed in [Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}. Based on both the theoretical and the practical aspects, we think that SC is the most suitable stability measure. If an uncorrected measure is desired, we think that SJ is a good choice because it has the largest overall spread among the uncorrected measures which fulfil all theoretical properties except for the correction for chance.

5. Finding Desirable Configurations {#sec5}
===================================

In this section, we propose a strategy for finding desirable configurations. We analyse Pareto fronts looking for configurations with a stable selection of few features without losing much predictive accuracy compared to model fitting only based on predictive performance. In contrast to [Section 4](#sec4){ref-type="sec"}, the focus of this section is not to compare the stability measures but to analyse the proposed strategy for finding desirable configurations.

5.1. Experimental Setup {#sec5.1}
-----------------------

In this study, we conduct a random search for configurations which lead to sparse and stable models with high prediction accuracy. We use the three data sets presented in [Section 3](#sec3){ref-type="sec"} and the same augmented methods and software as in [Section 4](#sec4){ref-type="sec"}. Like in [Section 4](#sec4){ref-type="sec"}, for each of the 12 augmented methods, we analyse 1,000 hyperparameter configurations which we determine at random from the sets given in [Table 3](#tab3){ref-type="table"}. This gives us 12,000 configurations per data set.

We split each data set in two halves. We use the first half (training data) to find desirable configurations. To do so, we evaluate the 12,000 configurations on the training data. We perform 10-fold cross validation to determine the mean misclassification rate, the mean number of chosen features, and the values of the stability measures SJ, SD-1, SD-10, and SC (see [Section 4.1](#sec4.1){ref-type="sec"}). For each stability measure, we choose the best configurations with respect to predictive performance, sparsity, and stability. Then we evaluate these configurations on the other half (testing data). For the evaluation on the testing data, we also perform 10-fold cross validation and determine the mean misclassification rate, the mean number of chosen features, and the value of the respective stability measure.

Evaluating the chosen configurations on data which has not been used for choosing the configurations allows us to assess unbiased estimates for the three target criteria. It is necessary to perform resampling on both halves of the data in order to be able to evaluate the stability on both halves. By using this procedure, the number of observations is roughly equal for all model fits on both training and testing data.

We choose the four stability measures SJ, SD-1, SD-10, and SC as representatives of the four groups of measures identified in [Section 4.3](#sec4.3){ref-type="sec"}. SJ is not corrected; the other three measures are corrected either for chance or for large numbers of chosen features. The results for all stability measures are available as Supplementary Material available online at <https://doi.org/10.1155/2017/7907163>.

5.2. Results and Discussion {#sec5.2}
---------------------------

We propose considering the predictive accuracy, the stability, and the number of chosen features jointly when searching for desirable configurations. Based on three data sets, we will show that it is possible to find configurations that perform a stable selection of few features without losing much predictive accuracy compared to model fitting only considering the predictive performance. For visualisation reasons in this publication, we do not analyse all configurations which are Pareto optimal considering all three criteria. Instead, we focus on the stability and sparsity only taking into account the best configurations accuracy-wise. As we are looking for a predictive model, the predictive performance can be considered the most important criterion. Therefore, we consider only those configurations whose mean misclassification rate on the training data does not exceed *c*^*∗*^ + 0.05. *c*^*∗*^ denotes the best mean misclassification rate on the training data achieved by any of the configurations on the same data set. Keep in mind that our results will not necessarily be optimal with respect to all three target criteria because we possibly sacrifice some accuracy in favour of increased stability and sparsity. Throughout this section, we transform the stability values into "1 − stability," so that all target criteria are to be minimized.

[Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} gives an overview of the configurations fitted on data set `AP_Breast_Ovary` whose mean misclassification rate does not exceed the *c*^*∗*^ + 0.05 threshold. The mean number of chosen features and the stability values (both on the training data) are displayed. The colours indicate the augmented methods used for model fitting. We can see how the different augmented methods generally perform in comparison to each other on this data set. GLM Boosting combined with any of the three filters always leads to sparse models. The mean sizes of the models for the other three classification methods vary a lot. For all classification methods, the most stable models are fitted using the variance filter.

To find desirable configurations for the three data sets `AP_Breast_Ovary`, `AP_Colon_Kindey`, and `Stomach`, we analyse the Pareto optimal configurations with respect to their stability and size which do not exceed the *c*^*∗*^ + 0.05 threshold. We compare their performances to the performances of the configurations with the best classification accuracy. The latter are the configurations chosen if one does not take into account the stability or the size.

[Figure 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} displays the Pareto front for the Pareto optimal configurations with respect to their stability and size (mean number of chosen features) for data set `AP_Breast_Ovary`. Additionally, the best configurations considering only the predictive accuracy are shown. They are marked by triangles. The colour represents the error (mean misclassification rate) of the respective configuration. The plots are based on the training data. Note that the ordinate is scaled logarithmically.

Only if SJ is used as stability measure are configurations which lead to large models considered Pareto optimal. This is because SJ is the only uncorrected measure and hence assigns high stability values if almost all features are chosen. The accuracy optimal configurations possess a perfect predictive behaviour on the training data but they use many features and their stability is smaller than the stability of many Pareto optimal configurations.

The Pareto optimal configurations which result in models using less than 500 features on the training data as well as the accuracy optimal configurations are shown in Tables [5](#tab5){ref-type="table"} and [6](#tab6){ref-type="table"}. The 20 Pareto optimal configurations whose models in fact averagely use more than 8,800 features are omitted. The tables state the configurations and their performances on the training and testing data. The performances on the training data permit identifying the configurations in [Figure 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}. The performances on the testing data are used to evaluate the configurations unbiasedly. SJ leads to the highest number of Pareto optimal configurations. All the configurations which are Pareto optimal for SJ and use less than 500 features are Pareto optimal for SC, too. Only some of the configurations that are Pareto optimal for SC are also Pareto optimal for SD-1 or SD-10. For all Pareto optimal configurations, the predictive performance, mean model size, and stability on the testing data are very similar to the values achieved on the training data. For the accuracy optimal configurations, the predictive performance on the testing data is noticeably worse than that on the training data. The accuracy optimal configurations overfit the training data much more than the Pareto optimal configurations. On the testing data, the predictive performance of the accuracy optimal configurations is only as good as the one of the Pareto optimal configurations. Most Pareto optimal configurations possess higher stability on the testing data than the accuracy optimal configurations considering all four stability measures. The configurations which are Pareto optimal for the three corrected measures lead to averagely smaller models on the testing data than the accuracy optimal configurations.

For most configurations displayed in [Table 5](#tab5){ref-type="table"}, `n.feats`, the number of features selected by the filter equals the mean number of features used in the models. This means that among these configurations only GLM Boosting noticeably performs an embedded feature selection, even though Lasso Logistic Regression and Random Forest are able to do that, too.

[Figure 10(a)](#fig10){ref-type="fig"} shows the results for data set `AP_Colon_Kidney`. For all four stability measures, there is only one dot, indicating the performance of 67 Pareto optimal configurations. The Pareto optimal configurations are more stable and result in smaller models than the accuracy optimal configurations on the training data. [Figure 11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"} displays the target criteria values achieved by the 67 Pareto optimal configurations. On the testing data, they still result in small models but the feature selection is not as stable as on the training data. The accuracy optimal configurations are shown in Tables [7](#tab7){ref-type="table"} and [8](#tab8){ref-type="table"}. They perform a bit better than most of the Pareto optimal configurations considering the accuracy on the testing data. The Pareto optimal configurations averagely achieve a mean misclassification rate of 0.060. The accuracy optimal configurations are less stable and result in larger models on the testing data than most Pareto optimal configurations.

For this data set, the Pareto optimal configurations result in easily interpretable models: the ten fitted models of all Pareto optimal configurations on the training data use the same feature. This feature, however, is not the same for all configurations. For 57 configurations, the gene `224596_at` (SLC44A1) is used, for 9 configurations, the gene `201839_s_at` (EPCAM) is used, and for one configuration, the gene `46323_at` (CANT1) is used. [Figure 12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"} shows boxplots for the gene expression values of the three genes. The plots are based on all observations. For all three genes, low values indicate class "Kidney" and high values indicate class "Colon." Considering the score of the AUC filter, gene `46323_at` is the best of all genes in this data set for predicting the target variable when using only one variable and one cut point. Gene `224596_at` is third best and gene `201839_s_at` is on position 72. This ranking is based on all observations, too.

[Figure 10(b)](#fig10){ref-type="fig"} shows the results for data set `Stomach`. The range of the mean misclassification rate of the Pareto optimal configurations shows that this data set poses a much more difficult classification problem. Like in [Figure 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}, most Pareto optimal configurations are found for SJ, including also configurations which result in larger models, and SD-10 only leads to few Pareto optimal configurations.

All Pareto optimal configurations as well as the accuracy optimal configuration are displayed in Tables [9](#tab9){ref-type="table"} and [10](#tab10){ref-type="table"}. The mean misclassification rate on the testing data is much worse than that on the training data for all configurations in [Table 9](#tab9){ref-type="table"}. The configuration with ID 18, which has the smallest classification error rate on the training data out of all Pareto optimal configurations for this data set, has by far the smallest classification error rate on the testing data. The average sizes of the fitted models do not differ much between training and testing data; the stability values differ a bit. The best configuration considering classification accuracy only is less stable than the Pareto optimal configurations. On the testing data, its predictive performance is similar to the Pareto optimal configurations.

Summarizing the results for all three data sets, we have seen that it is possible to choose configurations with a stable selection of few features without losing much predictive accuracy compared to model fitting only based on predictive performance.

6. Conclusion and Outlook {#sec6}
=========================

We compared a variety of different stability measures empirically using microarray and RNASeq data. We employed "augmented" methods consisting of a filter and a classification method. The feature selection process of these methods is cascading: the filter method selects a certain number of features and the embedded feature selection of the classification method chooses a subset of the remaining features.

We found out that the stability of small models (few features) is assessed similarly by all stability measures. For the behaviour of the stability measures concerning large models, it is most important if a measure contains a correction term for chance or large numbers of chosen features. The measures without a correction term tend to assign large stability values to models that contain many features. In these situations, the measures with a correction term assign small stability values. The different stability assessment behaviours for large models can result in different decisions concerning optimal configurations. The group of uncorrected measures evaluate the stability very similarly to each other. This means that even though the definitions of the uncorrected stability measures look quite different, it does not matter which of the uncorrected measures is chosen for stability assessment as they will all lead to very similar results. The group of corrected measures is more heterogeneous than the group of uncorrected measures.

We also conducted a random search for desirable configurations considering their predictive performance, stability, and size (number of chosen features) using augmented methods. We analysed the Pareto optimal configurations considering their stability and size taking only into account those configurations whose classification performance did not exceed *c*^*∗*^ + 0.05 with *c*^*∗*^ denoting the best mean misclassification rate achieved by any of the configurations on the data set. The resulting Pareto fronts gave several options to choose sparse and stable configurations which at the same time have high classification accuracy. In comparison to model fitting considering only the predictive performance, the Pareto optimal configurations are more stable and most of them use less features. On independent testing data, the Pareto optimal configurations are just as accurate for two of the data sets and only a bit less accurate for one data set. That means that although on the training data it looks like configurations are picked at the expense of a decreased accuracy, configurations are chosen which excel with respect to all three criteria simultaneously on the testing data. Nevertheless, in our future work, we will tackle this optimization problem three-dimensionally, accepting the drawback of visualisation difficulties.

It is important to keep in mind what kind of model is desired. If you are absolutely sure that you only want to choose a small percentage of the features in your data set, you should pick a corrected stability measure. We suggest using SC because of its theoretical and empirical properties. In some applications, it might be necessary to select many or even all features, for example, because sufficient predictive accuracy is only possible if using most of the features. In such situations, we suggest picking an uncorrected measure because the corrected measures are not defined if all features are selected. Additionally, an uncorrected measure allows pushing the Pareto front towards larger models. We recommend SJ based on its theoretical and empirical properties.

Although we have considered only genetic data sets in our analysis, we think that our conclusions are valid for many other applications as well. In our future work, we will employ model based optimization instead of random search for finding desirable configurations efficiently.

Supplementary Material {#supplementary-material-sec}
======================
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![PCA plot of the data set `AP_Breast_Ovary`. The first two principal components explain 12.89% of the data variation.](CMMM2017-7907163.001){#fig1}

![PCA plot of the data set `AP_Colon_Kidney`. The first two principal components explain 23.89% of the data variation.](CMMM2017-7907163.002){#fig2}

![PCA plot of the data set `Stomach`. The first two principal components explain 25.62% of the data variation.](CMMM2017-7907163.003){#fig3}

![Boxplots of the values of all considered stability measures for all 12,000 configurations. A small value indicates low stability and a large value indicates high stability.](CMMM2017-7907163.004){#fig4}

![Scatter plot for all pairs of stability measures based on all 12,000 configurations. The order of the stability measures allows identifying groups of similar measures easily.](CMMM2017-7907163.005){#fig5}

![Scatter plot of the stability values and mean number of chosen features for all 12,000 configurations.](CMMM2017-7907163.006){#fig6}

![Pareto optimal configurations per stability measure. The colors indicate whether a configuration is Pareto optimal considering classification performance, mean size of chosen features, and stability assessed by one of the 12 different stability measures. Only the 132 configurations which are Pareto optimal for at least one stability measure are displayed here.](CMMM2017-7907163.007){#fig7}

![Mean number of chosen features and stability of the 6,997 configurations for data set `AP_Breast_Ovary` whose mean misclassification rate is within 0.05 of the best classification accuracy.](CMMM2017-7907163.008){#fig8}

![Pareto front for the Pareto optimal configurations for data set `AP_Breast_Ovary` considering the mean number of chosen features and the stability value. Only configurations whose mean misclassification rate is within 0.05 of the best classification accuracy are taken into account. Additionally, the accuracy optimal configurations are shown.](CMMM2017-7907163.009){#fig9}

![Pareto front for the Pareto optimal configurations for data set `AP_Colon_Kidney` (a) and `Stomach` (b) considering the mean number of chosen features and the stability value. Only configurations whose mean misclassification rate is within 0.05 of the best classification accuracy are taken into account. Additionally, the accuracy optimal configurations are shown.](CMMM2017-7907163.010){#fig10}

![Mean misclassification rate, mean number of chosen features, and stability values for the 67 Pareto optimal configurations in [Figure 10(a)](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}.](CMMM2017-7907163.011){#fig11}

![Gene expression values for the genes `224596_at`, `201839_s_at`, and `46323_at` for data set `AP_Colon_Kidney`.](CMMM2017-7907163.012){#fig12}

###### 

Theoretical properties proposed in \[[@B5]\] and theoretical ranges of the stability measures.

                          SJ        SD        SO        SZ        SL         SD-*α*                                                                                                                                 SN        SS        SC
  ----------------------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------- --------- ----------
  Fully defined           ×         ×         ×         ×         ×          ×                                                                                                                                      ×         ×         ×
  Bounds                  ×         ×         ×         ×         ×          ×                                                                                                                                      ×         ×         ×
  Maximum                 ×         ×         ×         ×         ---        ---                                                                                                                                    ×         ---       ×
  Correction for chance   ---       ---       ---       ---       ×          ---                                                                                                                                    ---       ×         ×
  Range                   \[0,1\]   \[0,1\]   \[0,1\]   \[0,1\]   \[−1,1\]   $\left\lbrack {0,{\max\left\{ {1 - \frac{\alpha}{p},\frac{1}{m}\left\lfloor \frac{m - 1}{2} \right\rfloor} \right\}}} \right\rbrack$   \[0,1\]   \[0,1\]   \[−1,1\]

###### 

Information about the data sets: number of features and observations in each data set and sizes of the two classes for each data set.

  Data set             \# features   \# observations   \# class 0   \# class 1
  -------------------- ------------- ----------------- ------------ ------------
  `AP_Breast_Ovary `   10,935        542               344          198
  `AP_Colon_Kidney `   10,935        546               286          260
  `Stomach `           10,000        215               110          105

###### 

Hyperparameter ranges for all methods.

  Method            Parameter          Range
  ----------------- ------------------ -----------------------------
  Filter            `n.feats `         {1,2,..., all}
  GLM Boosting      *m* ~stop~         {1,2,..., 2^15^}
  Lasso Log. Reg.   *λ*                {2^*x*^ : *x* ∈ \[−15,15\]}
  Random Forest     `num.trees `       {1,2,..., 2^15^}
  Random Forest     `min.node.size `   {1,2,..., 2^5^}
  SVM               *σ*                {2^*x*^ : *x* ∈ \[−15,15\]}
  SVM               *C*                {2^*x*^ : *x* ∈ \[−15,15\]}

###### 

Advantages and disadvantages of all stability measures.

  Stability measure   Advantages                          Disadvantages
  ------------------- ----------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  SN                  ---                                 Small spread for large models
  SO                  ---                                 Small spread for large models
  SD                  ---                                 Small spread for large models
  SZ                  ---                                 Small spread for large models
  SJ                  Large overall spread                Small spread for large models
  SD-0                Large overall spread                Small spread for large models
  SD-*α*, *α* \> 0    ---                                 The value of *α* is arbitrary but has a strong impact
  SL                  ---                                 Medium sized models cannot achieve as high stability values as small or large models can
  SC                  Large spread for most model sizes   ---
  SS                  Large spread for most model sizes   ---

###### 

Pareto optimal configurations in [Figure 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} whose resulting models averagely use less than 500 features (above the horizontal line) and accuracy optimal configurations (below the horizontal line). The ID column references [Table 6](#tab6){ref-type="table"}.

  ID                     Classifier        Parameters                   Filter     `n.feats`   Error   Error   Size     Size
  ---------------------- ----------------- ---------------------------- ---------- ----------- ------- ------- -------- --------
  1                      Random Forest     `num.trees` = 20577,         Variance   397         0.041   0.048   397.0    397.0
  `min.node.size` = 2                                                                                                   
  2                      SVM               *C* = 81.668, *σ* = 0.0001   Variance   355         0.040   0.044   355.0    355.0
  3                      Lasso Log. Reg.    *λ* = 2.060                 Variance   246         0.041   0.059   246.0    245.9
  4                      Lasso Log. Reg.    *λ* = 0.133                 Variance   232         0.037   0.044   232.0    232.0
  5                      Random Forest     `num.trees` = 4742,          Variance   212         0.048   0.044   212.0    212.0
  `min.node.size` = 2                                                                                                   
  6                      Lasso Log. Reg.   *λ* = 0.085                  Variance   174         0.044   0.048   174.0    174.0
  7                      GLM Boosting      *m* ~stop~ = 27              Variance   728         0.041   0.041   13.3     15.1
  8                      GLM Boosting      *m* ~stop~ = 25              Variance   363         0.048   0.074   9.8      7.2
  9                      GLM Boosting      *m* ~stop~ = 13              AUC        232         0.048   0.077   9.7      11.0
                                                                                                                        
  10                     Random Forest     `num.trees` = 1062,          MRMR       1756        0       0.055   1466.0   1611.9
  `min.node.size` = 3                                                                                                   
  11                     Random Forest     `num.trees` = 4671,          AUC        760         0       0.051   759.7    760.0
  `min.node.size` = 11                                                                                                  

###### 

Stability values for the configurations in [Table 5](#tab5){ref-type="table"}. The ID column references [Table 5](#tab5){ref-type="table"}. "---" means that the configuration is not Pareto optimal for the corresponding stability measure.

  ID   1 − SJ   1 − SJ   1 − SC   1 − SC   1 − SD-1   1 − SD-1   1 − SD-10   1 − SD-10
  ---- -------- -------- -------- -------- ---------- ---------- ----------- -----------
  1    0.039    0.046    0.021    0.025    ---        ---        ---         ---
  2    0.040    0.054    0.021    0.029    ---        ---        ---         ---
  3    0.041    0.060    0.021    0.032    0.062      0.091      ---         ---
  4    0.047    0.060    0.025    0.032    0.066      0.097      ---         ---
  5    0.063    0.054    0.034    0.028    0.081      0.073      ---         ---
  6    0.072    0.057    0.038    0.030    0.100      0.090      0.243       0.234
  7    0.178    0.340    0.100    0.208    ---        ---        ---         ---
  8    0.206    0.283    0.117    0.169    0.247      0.447      0.255       0.453
  9    0.482    0.503    0.325    0.341    0.597      0.561      0.605       0.570
                                                                             
  10   0.345    0.284    0.240    0.195    0.455      0.441      1.000       1.000
  11   0.131    0.158    0.075    0.092    0.253      0.277      0.879       0.903

###### 

Accuracy optimal configurations in [Figure 10(a)](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}. The ID column references [Table 8](#tab8){ref-type="table"}. The 67 Pareto optimal configurations are not displayed here.

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  ID   Classifier        Parameters           Filter     `n.feats`   Error\    Error\   Size\     Size\
                                                                     (train)   (test)   (train)   (test)
  ---- ----------------- -------------------- ---------- ----------- --------- -------- --------- ---------
  12   Lasso Log. Reg.    *λ* = 0.0001        Variance   10812       0         0.026    10811.9   10812.0

  13   Lasso Log. Reg.    *λ* = 20.559        MRMR       9927        0         0.025    4546.2    4728.2

  14   GLM Boosting       *m*~stop~ = 28692   Variance   972         0         0.026    51.0      55.4

  15   GLM Boosting       *m*~stop~ = 213     Variance   1586        0         0.040    25.7      42.5
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

###### 

Stability values for configurations in [Table 7](#tab7){ref-type="table"}. The ID column references [Table 7](#tab7){ref-type="table"}.

  ID   1 − SJ   1 − SJ   1 − SC   1 − SC   1 − SD-1   1 − SD-1   1 − SD-10   1 − SD-10
  ---- -------- -------- -------- -------- ---------- ---------- ----------- -----------
  12   0.004    0.004    0.188    0.168    0.993      0.991      1.000       1.000
  13   0.563    0.557    0.671    0.680    0.934      0.944      1.000       1.000
  14   0.426    0.553    0.274    0.387    0.468      0.601      0.510       0.646
  15   0.440    0.519    0.286    0.355    0.543      0.566      0.565       0.602

###### 

Pareto optimal configurations in [Figure 10(b)](#fig10){ref-type="fig"} (above the horizontal line) and accuracy optimal configurations (below the horizontal line). The ID column references [Table 10](#tab10){ref-type="table"}.

  ID   Classifier        Parameters         Filter     `n.feats`   Error   Error   Size     Size
  ---- ----------------- ------------------ ---------- ----------- ------- ------- -------- --------
  16   Lasso Log. Reg.    *λ* = 0.0001      AUC        2730        0.215   0.466   2726.9   2726.1
  17   Lasso Log. Reg.    *λ* = 0.00004     MRMR       1972        0.219   0.491   1971.1   1970.2
  18   GLM Boosting       *m*~stop~ = 153   MRMR       461         0.193   0.360   35.5     46.8
  19   GLM Boosting       *m*~stop~ = 17    AUC        8330        0.221   0.494   11.8     14.0
                                                                                            
  20   GLM Boosting       *m*~stop~ = 228   Variance   8526        0.175   0.461   48.7     60.9

###### 

Stability values for the Pareto optimal configurations in [Table 9](#tab9){ref-type="table"}. The ID column references [Table 9](#tab9){ref-type="table"}. "---" means that the configuration is not Pareto optimal for the corresponding stability measure.

  ID   1 − SJ   1 − SJ   1 − SC   1 − SC   1 − SD-1   1 − SD-1   1 − SD-10   1 − SD-10
  ---- -------- -------- -------- -------- ---------- ---------- ----------- -----------
  16   0.352    0.441    ---      ---      ---        ---        ---         ---
  17   0.368    0.457    0.281    0.369    0.609      0.694      ---         ---
  18   0.594    0.747    0.426    0.601    0.656      0.749      ---         ---
  19   0.596    0.864    0.428    0.767    0.673      0.815      0.684       0.827
                                                                             
  20   0.664    0.739    0.502    0.591    0.708      0.739      0.752       0.794

[^1]: Academic Editor: Benjamin Hofner
